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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well documented that the Walsh-Paley system has a wide variety of applications and that, in 
some cases, the Fast Walsh Transform, a numerical transform based on the Walsh-Paley system, 
is more efficient than the Fast Fourier Transform (see [1,2]). This is due in part to the fact that 
the Walsh-Paley system is piecewise constant on the interval [0, 1], which makes it simpler than 
the trigonometric system, and the fact that the Walsh-Paley system takes on only the values =t=1, 
which means that it is easily simulated by a series of electrical switches. 
Double Walsh-Paley series, that is, series involving pointwise products of Walsh-Paley rune- 
tions, provide the most natural way to use the Walsh-Paley system on two-dimensional phenom- 
ena. This approach as two major drawbacks. First, their natural domain of definition is the unit 
square not the unit disc. Thus, when double Walsh-Paley series are used to analyze functions on 
the unit disc, there is considerable waste storing and manipulating information from the corners 
of the unit square, information which is both unwanted and unneeded. Second, convergence 
theorems for double Walsh-Paley series, like those for the double trigonometric system, are both 
complicated and largely unexplored (see [a,4l, for example). 
We shall introduce an analogue of the Walsh-Paley system whose natural domain of definition is 
the unit disc. We shall show that this system satisfies the same kind of convergence and uniqueness 
properties that the Walsh-Paley system satisfies. In particular, the polar Walsh system behaves 
much better than the double Walsh-Paley system, and should become the preferred method for 
analyzing functions on the unit disc when piecewise constant approximations are desired. 
2. THE POLAR WALSH SYSTEM 
Let N represent the collection of nonnegative integers. For each j, n E N, 0 _< j < 2 n, define 
I(j,n):---- (2n , J+ l~ 
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Recall that the Rademacher system {rk}keN is defined on the unit interval by 
1, if x E I(j,k) for some even j, 
rk(x):= --1, i f xE I ( j , k )  for some odd j  
(see [5], for example). The Walsh-Paley system {Wk}keN is defined using products of t/ademacher 
functions in the following way. Set w0 := 1. If n E N is positive and has dyadic expansion 
n = ~°=0 nk2 k (i.e., each nk = 0 or 1), then set 
oo  
nk 
Wn := 1-Irk " 
k=0 
(This product is actually finite because for each n the dyadic coefficients nk are identically zero 
for k large.) 
To define a Walsh like system on the unit disc A := {(x,y) : x2+y 2 <_ 1}, we shall first identify 
partitions of A which play the roll of the dyadic intervals I(k, n), then use these to define polar 
Rademacher functions and polar Walsh functions. 
Let Z be the collection of nonnegative integers p which satisfy one of the following conditions: 
(i) p -  0 or 1 (mod 6), 
(ii) 6 . (4k+1)  <p<6. (4k+2)  for somekENandp_=4or5  (mod6), 
(iii) 6. (4k + 3) < p < 6. (4k +4)  for some k E N and p = 2 or 3 (mod 6). 
Thus Z = {0, 1,6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 21,24, 25, 30, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37,. . .  }. 
Let A := {(x,y) : x2+y 2 <_ 1} and let A(0,0) := {(r, 0) :0 < 0 _< 2zr, 0 < r _< 1} represent the 
punctured isc. Suppose A(j, n) has been defined for 0 < j < 2 n and some n e N. The definition 
of A ( j ,n+ 1), 0 < j < 2 n+l, depends on whether j and n are odd or even and whether j belongs 
to Z or not. 
Suppose first that n is even and 0 _< j < 2 n+l. Choose 0 <_ i < 2 n such that 2i < j < 2i + 1 
and suppose A(i ,n) = {(r, 0) : a < 0 _< b, c < r _< d} for some a,b e [0,2zr] and c,d e [0,1]. 
Define A := (a + b)/2. If j e Z, set 
~{(r, 0 ) :a<0_<A,c<r<_d} when j is even 
A( j 'n+l ) :=  I.{(r,O) A<O<b,c<r<_d} when j i sodd ,  
If j ~ Z, set 
A(j,n + 1):= 
t((r,0) 
:A <O<b,c<r<d} 
a < O < A,c < r-<_d} 
when j is even 
when j is odd. 
In particular, A(0,1) := {(r, 0) : 0 < 0 < zr, 0 < r < 1} and A(1,1) := {(r, 0) : rr < 0 < 27r, 
0<r<l} .  
Next, suppose that n is odd and 0 _< j < 2 n+l. Choose 0 _< i < 2 n such that 2i < j < 2i + 1 
and suppose A(i,n) = {(r,O) : a < O < b, c < r _< d} for some a,b E [0,2zr] and c,d e [0, 1]. 
Define C := x/(c 2 + d2)/2. If j E Z, set 
If j ~ Z, set 
~{(r,O) : a < 0 <_ b,C < r < d} 
A( j 'n+l ) :=  I.{(r,O) a<O<_b,c<r<C} 
~{(r ,0 ) :a<0<b,c<r  <_ C} 
A( j 'n+l ) :=  I.{(r,O) a<O<b,C<r<d} 
when j is even 
when j is odd. 
when j is even 
when j is odd. 
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Finally, let (0,0) E A(2n- l ,n )  for all n E N. Thus A(0,2) := {(r, 0) : 0 < 0 _ 7r, 0 < r G v~2/2}, 
A(1,2) := {(r, 0) : 0 < 0 < ~r,v~/2 < r <_ 1}, A(2,2) := {(r, 0) :Tr < 0 < 27r, v~/2 < r S 1}, 
and A(1, 1) := {(r, 0): ~r < 0 _< 27r,0 < r < v~/2}. 
The sets A(j,n), n = 1,2,3,4,5, are illustrated in Figures 1 through 5; the black sectors 
correspond to odd j,  the white sectors correspond to even j. 
Let p denote normalized two-dimensional Lebesgue on A, i.e., It(A) = 1. By construction, it
is clear that for each n E N, 
2 n - 1 
A = U A(j,n), (1) 
j=O 
1 
p(A(j, n)) -- 2~, (2) 
A( j ,n)  nA(k ,n )  =¢ whenk#j ,  (3) 
and 
A(i, n) = A(2i, n + 1) u A(2i + 1, n + 1). (4) 
Thus the collection {A(j, n)} satisfies the same conditions on A that {I(j, n)} satisfies on [0, 1]. 
We axe now prepared to define Rademacher-like and Walsh-like functions on the unit disc. For 
each k E N, define the k TM polar Rademaeher function by 
1, if x E A(j,k) for some even j, 
Ck(r, 0) := 
-1 ,  if x C A(j ,k) for some odd j. 
Define the polar Walsh system {~Ok}keN by Y)o := 1 when n = 0, and 
k=0 
when n E N is positive with dyadic expansion = ~k=0 nk 2k- 
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Define polar Walsh coefficients of an f • L~(A) by 
f (n) := f f  l od,, n • N 
A 
and the polar Walsh-Fourier series of f by 
wI(x, v) = ~ 7(k)¢(~, y). 
k=O 
To be able to use polar Walsh functions for analysis of functions on A, we need to know whether 
N-1  
wNI(z, v) := Z ~(k)¢(~, v) 
k=O 
converges to f as N ~ c~. This is the subject of the next section. 
3.  CONVERGENCE PROPERT IES  
Evidently, the polar Walsh system is very similar to the Walsh-Paley system. Thus we should 
be able to use known theorems about Walsh-Paley series to obtain results about polar Walsh 
series. We shall describe a general procedure for this by introducing a measure preserving trans- 
formation a which takes A onto [0, 1] in such a way that the polar Walsh function ~bn is taken to 
the Walsh-Paley function wn. 
LEMMA 1. There is a measure preserving transformation ~ which takes A onto [0, 1] which is 
1-i off some subset Ao of A of# measure zero such that 
Ck = wk o G (5) 
a.e. [#] on A. Moreover, if f 6 L~(A) then f o a -1 is integrable on [0, 1], and 
// I' f d# = f o a -  1 (t) dr. 
A 
(6) 
PROOF. Let Q represent the collection of dyadic rationals. Set [0, 1]* = [0,1]\Q and A* := A\A0, 
where 
c~ 2" - -1  
A° := U U OA(j,n). 
n=0 j :0  
Notice that #(A0) = 0. By (1), given any (x, y) E A, there is a unique sequence of integers kn 
such that (x, y) E A(k,~, n) for n e N. Set 
oo in  
n--1 
where in -- kn (mod 2). By using dyadic expansions of elements in [0, 1], it is easy to see that cr 
takes A onto [0, 1], and if A°(j ,  n) represents he interior of A(j, n), then 
~(Ao(j, n)) = I°(j, n). 
Thus a is measure preserving. Because dyadic rationals have two dyadic expansions (one termi- 
nating in O's and one terminating in l's), a is not 1-1 on A. However, since dyadic irrationals 
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THEOREM 1. 
THEOREM 2. 
THEOREM 3. 
N~c~.  
THEOREM 4. 
have only one dyadic expansion, it is clear that a is 1-1 from A* onto [0, 1]*. In particular, a-1 
is defined a.e. on [0, 1]. 
Since a is measure preserving, the usual density argument (using simple functions to ap- 
proximate integrable functions) shows that (6) holds. Also by construction, it is clear that 
Ck(x,y) = wk(a(x,y)) for all (x,y) E A*. Thus (5) holds a.e. [#]. | 
Let f E L~(A), F := f o a -1, and SNF represent the Walsh-Fourier series of F. It follows 
from Lemma 1 that 
Wgf  : SNF ocr (7) 
a.e. [#] on A. Consequently, any result about almost convergence, or norm convergence in L p, 
1 _< p < c~, of Walsh-Paley Fourier series can be carried over to polar Walsh-Fourier series. 
Hence, the following results are true (see [5] for the corresponding Walsh-Paley results). 
The polar system is a complete orthonormal system in L2 ( A ). 
If f E LP ( A ) for some p > 1, then WN f converges to f a.e. [p] on A as N -~ oo. 
If f E L p (A) for some 1 <_ p < co, then WN f converges to f in L~ (A) norm as 
If f E LI(A) then "f(k) ~ 0 as k ~ oo. 
Since the map a is measure preserving but not continuous, we cannot carry over results which 
involve pointwise convergence. Nevertheless, because of the analogy between I(j, n) and A(j, n), 
the Walsh-Paley techniques work just as well in the polar setting as they did on the unit interval. 
For example, compare the following result with Paley's Lemma [6]. 
LEMMA 2. I fDg(x,y,u,v)  N-1  = ~k=0 Ck(x, y)•k(u, v) for N E N (where the empty sum is defined 
to be 1), then 
N-1  
D2~(x,y,u,v)= H (l +¢k(x,y)¢k(u,v)) WEN.  (8) 
k=O 
PROOF. Let 0 <_ k < 2 y and observe by definition that ~b2N +k = CYCk. Hence, 
2N--1 2N--1 
D2N+,(x,y,u,v) = ~ ~k(x,y)~bk(u,v)+ E ~b2N+k(x'Y)~b2N+k(U'V) 
k=0 k:0 
= D2N(x,y,u,v ) + CN(X,y)¢N(U,v)D2N(X,y,u,v) 
= D2N (X, y, U, V)(1 + CN(X, y)¢N(U, V)). 
Hence, (8) follows at once by induction. | 
This computation shows that convergence of (2N) th partial sums of the polar Walsh-Fourier 
series of a function f is related to symmetric differentiation of the indefinite integral of f (see (9) 
below). This observation can be used to verify that following approximation result for polar 
Walsh-Fourier series. 
THEOREM 5. If f is continuous on A, then W2N f converges to f uniformly on A as N ~-~ oc. 
PROOF. By definition, 
~30:3 /6 -P  
2N--1 
s2N f ( z ,y )  = 
k-----0 
= f f  I(U, v)D2N (X, y, U, V) d#(u, v). 
A 
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Since by construction, 1 + Ck(x,y)¢L(u,v) = 2 if (x,y) and (u,v) belong to the same sector 
A(j, k), and 1 + eL(x, y)¢L(U, V) ---- 0 otherwise, it follows from Lemma 2 and (2) that 
1 // 
WuN f(x,y)  = #(AN(x,y)) f d#, (9) 
AN(X,y) 
where iN(X,y) is the sector A ( j ,N)  which contains (x,y). Since f is continuous on A, we 
conclude that W2N f ~ f uniformly on A as N ~ co. | 
4. UNIQUENESS 
We shall show that there is only one polar Walsh series which converges everywhere to a given 
finite-valued integrable function. First we prove a technical result. 
LEMMA 3. Let W ~ a : ~" k=0 akCk be polar Walsh series whose coefficients converge to zero, 
{A(jL, No + k)}~= o be a nested sequence of sectors such that n~=oA(jk, No + k) 7t 9, and 
EL := A(jL-1, No + k - 1) \ A(jL, No + k). If W2No is nonzero on A(jo, No), then there is a 
positive integer k such that 
W2No+~ is nonzero n EL. (10) 
PROOF. Fix k > 1 and let 2 Nk-~ < g < 2 N°+k. By construction (see equation (4)), ~be is 
constant on A(jk, No + k) and on Ek, but changes igns from A(jk, No + k) to Ek. Let (x, y) E 
N~_oA(jk, No + k). Then (x, y) ¢ Ek for any k, and it follows that 
Ct(x,y) = -¢ t (u ,v )  (11) 
for any 2 N°+k-1 < ~ < 2 N°+k and (u,v) e Ek. 
Suppose there is no integer k _> 1 which satisfies (10), i.e., 
W2No+k = 0 on Ek for k = 1, 2 , . . . .  (12) 
By hypothesis and construction, W2~o is a nonzero constant on A(jo, No), say a. Suppose 
W2No+k-1 = 2k -1~ 
holds on A(ik_l, No+k- l )  for some k _> 0. By (12), we have W2No+~ --W2No+k-1 = --2k--la on Ek; 
hence by (11), we have W2No+~ - W2No+k-1 = 2k-la on A(ik,Nk). Therefore, W2No+k = 2ka 
on A(ik,Nk) for all k c N, i.e., 2-kW2No+k(x,y) does not converge to zero as k --* oc. On the 
other hand, since ak --, 0 as k --, co, it is easy to see by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that 
2--kW2No+k --~ 0 as k --* c<) everywhere on A. This contradiction proves the lemma. | 
By an arc in R 2 we mean a homeomorphic mage of a closed bounded interval. The following 
result shows that no more than one polar Walsh series can converge to a given finite-valued 
integrable function. 
a THEOREM 6. Let W -- )-'~k=0 k~Pk be a polar Walsh series whose coefficients converge to zero 
and f be an everywhere finite-valued function in L~(A). IfW2N converges to f on A \ Z, where 
Z is a countable union of arcs (in particular, Z might be a countable set or even the empty set), 
then W is the polar Walsh-Fourier series of f . 
PROOF. Let Z = {wj}, where each w 3 is an arc. Suppose the theorem is false, i.e., i fT  := W-Wf  
then T2No is nonzero on some A(j0, No). Notice that by Theorem 4 and hypothesis, the polar 
Walsh series T has coefficients which converge to zero. 
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Let w = Wl UOA(jo,  No) and suppose (x, y) is a point in A such that (x, y) ~ w. By (1) and (3), 
we can choose integers Uk such that (x, y) E A(Uk, No + k) for all k E N, and wo N A(uk, No + k) 
= ~ for k sufficiently large. Hence, by Lemma 3, we can choose integers io, Mo such that w M 
A(io, Mo) = 0 and T2Mo is nonzero on A(io, Mo). In particular, wl M A(io, Mo) = 0 and the 
closure of A(io, Mo) satisfies A(io, Mo) C A(jo, No). 
We claim that there is a k >_ 0 and an i such that tW2~o+ki > 1 on some A(i, Mo + k) C 
A(io, Mo). Suppose to the contrary that 
IW2,,,o÷,~l ~ 1 + IW2^,o÷,~fl (13) 
on A(i0, M0). (Recall that T2Mo+k = W2~,o+~ - W2Mo+~ f is constant on each A(i, Mo + k).) Since 
by Theorem 3, W2Nf  ~ f in L~(A) norm, as N ~ co, it follows from (13) and the Banaeh- 
Alaoglu Theorem that some subsequenee T2Mo+~  converges in the weak* topology as e --* oo, 
i.e., there is a finite Borel measure u on A such that 
limfCT Mo+  d,=f 
g -.--* oo 
&(zo,Mo) A( io ,Mo)  
Cdv (14) 
for all ¢ continuous on A, 
from (14) that 
Since T2N ~ 0 as N -~ oo off Z, in particular, a.e. [#], it follows 
l:m f g--~oo 
A(io,Mo) 
T2Mo+k~ d# = O. 
On the other hand, since T2^/o is constant on A(i0, M0), it follows from orthogonality that 
f 
d# 0 
, /  
A( io,Mo) A( io ,Mo)  
for all g >_ 0. This contradiction proves the claim. 
Let i, k be the pair of integers given by the claim, and set j l  = i and N1 = M0 + k. Then 
A( j I ,N1)  C A(jo, N0), w: N A( j t ,N1) = 0, and IW2N:[ > 1 on A( j : ,N : ) .  If we continue in 
this manner, applying Lemma 3 and then the claim, we generate sectors A(jk, Nk) such that 
A( jk ,Nk)  C A( jk - l ,Nk-1) ,  Wk • A(jk, Nk) = 0, and [W2Nk I > k on A( jk ,  Nk) for each k _> 1. 
Let (u,v)  E nc£°=oA(jk,Nk). Since (u,v)  ~ Z, it follows that 
f(u,v) = lim IW2Nk(U,V)I >_ lim k = oc .  
k~oc  k~oo 
This contradicts the fact that f is everywhere finite-valued. Hence, the proof of the theorem is 
complete. II 
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